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Just the tonic
Although they are still
recovering from the impact
of COVID-19, banks know
they must get to grips with
costly, inefficient operations.
Nick Smith of SmartStream
asks if a new breed of high
performance, outcomefocused managed services
are just the tonic they need
2020 has been a year like no other. With the arrival
of COVID-19, the financial industry found itself facing disruption that only months ago would have
seemed like the stuff of science fiction. Six months
on, financial institutions’ gaze is fixed firmly on
their operations, with banks looking to become
more resilient against future ‘black swan’ events,
but also seeking to boost competitiveness – and
ultimately ensure survival – through improved
operational performance and client service.
Yet even before the pandemic struck, banks were
having to review the way they operated. Firms
faced dwindling margins and were also under
pressure to cut costs and improve service quality.
Banks were feeling the heat from regulators, too.
Financial institutions were on the hunt for ways of
complying with new regulation accurately, and of
demonstrating to authorities that they could control and manage risk effectively.
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The focus on delivering consistent excellence has

Banks are often still hampered by
creaking legacy systems and, although
plenty understand the need for
digital transformation, actually
achieving this goal is challenging

paid dividends: even through the most restrictive days of early lockdown, SmartStream’s managed services utility experienced no deterioration
in the quality of service it delivered to customers.
Throughout the pandemic, the utility has been
able to offer banks continuity and an uninterruptedly high standard of service – unlike a number
of other providers, which have had to approach
clients over potential inability to meet service
level agreements.

In response to these demands, some financial institutions had already, pre-pandemic, set out on a
journey towards transforming their technology

Delivering a high-quality service
and improved outcomes
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up-to-date technology
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